
Sent from: DR 167, LondonDate: 28, De 1961To: Prof. Ramakrishnan, 27 Luz, MadrasWarmest wishes. Opening Institute. Con�dent under your inspiringleadership this will beome a great entre for researh | SalamABDUS SALAMImperial College, LondonCOMMENTS: Alladi Ramakrishnan and Abdus Salam were lose friends andadmired eah other not only for their researh, but also for the e�orts they bothmade for the sienti� profession. Salam was interested in starting an instituteof fundamental researh in Pakistan, but he eventually reated the InternationalCentre for Theoretial Physis (ICTP) in Trieste, Italy, in 1964, with the supportof UNESCO. Salam was Diretor of ICTP sine its ineption until his death, but heretained his position at Imperial College, London. Salam visited Madras in 1960 asRamakrishnan's guest and letured at the Theoretial Physis Seminar. He invitedRamakrishnan to a onferene in Italy in 1960 to have disussions with a small groupof visionary sientists when he (Salam) was planning the reation of ICTP. Thusit was natural that Salam admired and supported Ramakrishnan's e�orts to reatean institute for fundamental researh in India. Ramakrishnan visited ICTP severaltimes in the sixties at the invitation of Salam, and his wife and son aompaniedhim for these extended stays in Trieste, the �rst being in 1965 when the ICTP wasloated in Piazza Oberdan before it moved to its magni�ent permanent loationin Grignano, near the Castle Miramare outside Trieste. After Salam won the 1979Nobel Prize, he visited MATSCIENCE in 1980 whih had by then moved to itspermanent home on Taramani Campus in Madras.
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2Sent from: PL 300 Kobenhavn 2 OCS 15Date: 3 Jan 1962To: Prof. Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, MadrasAt inauguration of The Institute of Mathematial Sienes in Madras,the whole group of the Copenhagen Institute for Theoretial Physis wantsto send its heartiest feliitations STOP The ommunity of physiists hasbeen impressed by the vigour and zeal with whih Prof. Ramakrishnanhas been able to eduate and inspire his young pupils and olloborators,and the work in the new institute will be followed with keen expetationsSTOP Indeed as an important asset to the sienti� researh in India,the reation of the Madras Institute is eagerly welomed in that worldwideooperation in siene whih o�ers so great opportunities for promotingthe understanding between all peoples | Niels BohrNIELS BOHRCopenhagen, DenmarkCOMMENTS: Nobel Laureate Niels Bohr was one of the greatest and mostinuential physiists. Bohr founded and direted the Copenhagen Institute of The-oretial Physis. Bohr visited India in January 1960 as the personal guest of PrimeMinister Jawaharlal Nehru. Alladi Ramakrishnan had orresponded with ProfessorBohr earlier, and Bohr graiously agreed to visit the Theoretial Physis Seminarat Alladi Ramakrishnan's home Ekamra Nivas in Madras. Bohr and his wife haddinner on the lawns of Ekamra Nivas and stayed until midnight talking to Ramakr-ishnan, the students and other guests. Upon return to Delhi at the end of his visit,Bohr expressed the opinion that two things impressed him the most on his trip toIndia - the massive set up of the Atomi Energy Commission and the Tata Insti-tute founded by Homi Bhabha in Bombay, and the group of students being trainedby Alladi Ramakrishnan in Madras. Here is a quote from the The Hindu, India'sNational Newspaper, about Bohr's statement:Dr. Bohr said that the Atomi Energy Establishment was a mighty endeavourwhere researh is being onduted in the best way under the leadership of Dr. H. J.Bhabha, a great sientist and at the same time a very good administrator.Asked about the plae mathematis should oupy in the pursuit of theoretialphysis, the professor said that in Bombay and Madras energeti e�orts were beingmade for the promotion of knowledge of physis whih demanded new mathematialmethods of eduation of young people to be able to fruitfully ontribute to suh work.Wonderful work was being done in the �eld of theoretial physis by Professor AlladiRamakrishnan of the Madras University.This statement by Bohr, whih was ashed in the newspapers, sparked the at-tention of Prime Minister Nehru, and ultimately led the reation of MATSCIENCE.Later on an aademi trip to Europe in 1960, Alladi Ramakrishnan visited theCopenhagen Institute at Bohr's invitation and attended the Symposium on NulearStruture. Ramakrishnan was invited for dinner at Bohr's residene where he metthe whole family. Nobel laureate Jensen was at this dinner. Ramakrishnan wasalso invited to a party at the home of Aage Bohr (son of Niels Bohr) who laterbeame a Nobel laureate!



3Bohr's happiness in the reation of MATSCIENCE and his total support anbe seen from both the length of his telegram and its ontents.



4Sent from: 102 Muenhen 4Date: 4 Jan, 1962To: Professor Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasMy best wishes on the inauguration of the Institute of MathematialSienes and muh suess in its future work | Werner HeisenbergWERNER HEISENBERGMunih, GermanyCOMMENTS: Alladi Ramakrishnan �rst met Professor Nobel LaureateWernerHeisenberg in 1949 at a Conferene on Modern Physis in Edinburgh, Sotland. Atthat time Ramakrishnan was doing his PhD at the University of Manhester onthe topi of produt densities in the area of probability. Heisenberg invited Ra-makrishnan to give a seminar in Gottingen during Ramakrishnan's round-the-worldaademi tour of 1956. Heisenberg was very muh impressed with Ramakrishnan'stalk in the theory of probability and stohasti proesses. Prof. Flugge, Editorof the Handbuh der Physik of Springer-Verlag, was also at this seminar. Basedon Heisenberg's reommendation, Flugge invited Ramakrishnan to write a om-prehensive artile foussing on his theory of produt densities and its relationshipwith entral ideas in the theory of probability and stohasti proesses. This waspublished in the Handbuh der Physik in 1959*.*Alladi Ramakrishnan, \Probability and stohasti proesses", in Handbuhder Physik, 3 (1959) Springer Verlag, Berlin, 524-651.



5Sent from: 30 Pasadena, CaliforniaDate: 29 De, 1961To: Professor Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasBest wishes for the suess of the Institute | Murray Gell MannMURRAY GELL-MANNCaltehSent from: 276 Chiago, IllinoisDate: 29 De, 1961To: Professor Alladi Ramakrishnan, 27 Luz, Mylapore, Madras, IndiaDelighted to learn of inauguration of Institute of Mathematial si-enes STOP I ongratulate Madras State and send best wishes and on�-dent hopes for a brilliant future for the Institute | Rihard DalitzRICHARD DALITZUniversity of ChiagoCOMMENTS: Professor Murray Gell-Mann (Calteh) and Professor RihardDalitz (University of Chiago) were visiting India in 1961 in onnetion with a sum-mer shool in theoretial physis onduted by the Tata Institute in Bangalore thatRamakrishnan also attended. Gell-Mann's work in physis was already reatinga sensation. Ramakrishnan invited Gell-Mann and Dalitz to Madras to speak atthe Theoretial Physis Seminar and both of them stayed at Ekamra Nivas priorto the Bangalore summer shool. Gell-Mann and Dalitz thoroughly enjoyed theirvisit to Madras, both aademially and soially. Gell-Mann invited Ramakrishnanto give a Colloquium in Calteh. That visit to Calteh was one of the highlightsof Ramakrishnan's Round-the-World tour in 1962. His wife Lalitha and son Kr-ishna aompanied Ramakrishnan on that magni�ent trip, the �rst for Krishnaoverseas, and the beginning of several suh trips with his father in the next deade.Gell-Mann hosted a party at his home in honor of of Ramakrishnan. The legendaryphysiist Rihard Feynman (who later won the Nobel Prize) was also at this party.Gell-Mann won the 1969 Nobel Prize in physis for his quark model of the atom.Inspired by Gell-Mann's revolutionary work, Ramakrishnan studied Gell-Mann'sideas losely; subsequently Ramakrishnan obtained an elegant generalization of theGell Mann - Nishijima relation.



6Sent from: 6 Prineton, New JerseyDate: 3 Jan, 1962To: Prof. . Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasBest wishes for the future suess of your institute as a enter forsienti� researh | T. D. Lee and C. N. YangT.D. LEE and C. N. YANGInstitute for Advaned Study, PrinetonCOMMENTS: When Ramakrishnan visited the Institute for Advaned Studyin Prineton in 1957-58, Lee and Yang were in residene at the Institute. Everyonewas talking about Lee and Yang's theory of non-onservation of parity and exitedabout the possibility of a Nobel Prize in Physis whih they were awarded laterthat year.



7Sent from: 67 New York, New YorkDate: 4 January, 1962To: Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, Mylapore, MadrasBest wishes for suess of new Institute of Mathematial Sienes |Mark KaMARK KACRokefeller University, New YorkCOMMENT: Mark Ka was a very famous probabilist of Polish desent. Hewas born in Ukraine in 1914. He reeived his PhD in 1937 in Lwow, Poland, underthe diretion of Hugo Steinhaus. Ka immigrated to the Uinted States in 1938. Hewas at Cornell University until 1931 when he moved to Rokefeller University inNew York where he stayed for twenty years before �nally moving to the Universityof Southern California. Ka was mainly interested in probability. His questionCan you hear the shape of a drum? spurred enormous researh ativity. He isalso known for the Erd�os-Ka Theorem whih led to the reation of ProbabilistiNumber Theory.



8Sent from: 95 Santiago, ChileDate: 4 January, 1962To: Alladi Ramakrishnan, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasBest wishes for inauguration and subsequent suess of Institute ofMathematial Sienes | Marshall StoneMARSHALL STONEUniversity of ChiagoCOMMENTS: Marshall Stone was one of the most inuential mathematiiansof the twentieth entury. The Stone-Weierstrass theorem is so fundamental, thateveryone going through graduate shool in mathematis sees this in a ourse on realanalysis. Stone was more than just a great mathematiian. He believed in makingontributions to the profession. Under his dynami leadership as Chairman, themathematis department at the University of Chiago grew to great heights in the1950s. The period when Stone was hairman at Chiago has been often referred toas The Stone Age! Stone was also President of the Amerian Mathematial Soiety.Thus with his own desire to mould the shape of mathematis eduation and researhin Ameria, he ould understand and appreiate Alladi Ramakrishnan's interests inreating a stimulating atmosphere for sienti� researh in Madras. Also MarshallStone's father was a Justie of the US Supreme Court; thus Professor Stone ouldappreiate and understand Alladi Ramakrishnan's family bakground very well.Professor Stone visited India regularly in the sixties and seventies beausehe served on ommittees for the improvement of mathematis in India. Duringsome of these visits he letured at MATSCIENCE. In 1963 he was RamanujanVisiting Professor at MATSCIENCE. Later in January 1969, he was present whenMATSCIENCE moved into its new buildings on Taramani Campus. Stone attendedthe inauguration of the new building and gave the �rst leture there.Stone visited Madras regularly in Deember/January to attend the annualfestival of the Madras Musi Aademy with Alladi and Lalitha Ramakrishnan.Professor Stone died in Madras in January 1987 after attending the 1986-87 musiseason there.Stone travelled extensively. This telegram was sent from Chile!



9Sent from: LD 68 LondonDate: 3 Jan, 1962To: Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore,Best wishes to Institute of Mathematial Sienes representing impor-tant new enouragement to Indian researh | Maurie BartlettMAURICE BARTLETTUniversity College, LondonSent from: DR 78 Oxford, EnglandDate: 31 De 1961To: Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasWarmest feliitations and best wishes | David KendallDAVID KENDALLOxford UniversityCOMMENTS: Professor M. S. Bartlett, a highly reputed statistiian, was thePhD advisor of Alladi Ramakrishnan at the University of Manhester. Bertlettis widely known for his work in multivariate analysis, stohasti proesses, andappliations of statistis to genetis, and wrote a number of inuential papers andbooks. Among his honors are the Guy Silver (1952) and Gold (1969) Medals ofthe Royal Statistial Soiety, Fellowship of the Royal Soiety (1961), his eletionas Foreign Assoiate to the US National Aademy of Sienes (1993). He wasPresident of the Royal Statistial Soiety (1966).Bartlett was appointed Professor at the University of Manhester in 1947.When Alladi Ramakrishnan arrived at the University of Manhester in 1949, Bartlettwas muh impressed with Ramakrishnan's method of produt densities and ommu-niated Ramakrishnan's papers* to the Proeedings of the Cambridge PhilosophialSoiety.David Kendall (FRS), another very eminent statistiian, was on Alladi Ra-makrishnan's PhD ommittee. Kendall at that time was at Oxford, and Ramakr-ishnan visited Oxford regularly to have disussions with Kendall at MagdaleneCollege. Alladi Ramakrishnan's produt density method extended Kendall's workto higher orders*. When Alladi Ramakrishnan visted Oxford University in 1960during his trip to Europe, Kendall invited Ramakrishnan to a High Table dinner.Kendall later was appointed professor at Cambridge University.*Alladi Ramakrishnan, \Stohasti proesses relating to partiles distributedin a ontinuous in�nity of states", Pro. Cambridge Phil. So., 46 (1950), 595-602.Alladi Ramakrishnan, \Stohasti proesses assoiated with random divisionsof a line", Pro. Cambridge Phil. So., 49 (1953), 473-485.**Alladi Ramakrishnan, \Stohasti proesses and their appliations to phys-ial problems" PhD Thesis, Univ. Manhester (1951).



10Sent from: 111 HeidelbergDate: 30 Deember 1961To: Professor Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasMy greetings and best wishes on the oasion of the foundation of thenew Institute of Mathematial Sienes whih represents the nasent spiritof the new sienti� generation in India | MaassHANS MAASSMax Plank InstituteHeidelberg, GermanyCOMMENTS: Hans Maass, a very eminent German mathematiian, made no-table ontributions to Number Theory in the area of modular forms. He is nowmost known for introduing in 1949 what are are now alled Maass wave formswhih in the past few years have beome ruial in understanding the relationshipbetween Ramanujan's mok theta funtions and the theory of modular forms. Al-ladi Ramakrishnan met Maass during his �rst round-the-world aademi tour of1956 when Maass invited Ramakrishnan for a talk at the Max Plank Institute inHeidelberg.



11NOTE: Instead of a telegram, Professor Mott sent the following letter:From: Professor N. F. Mott, F.R.S.University of CambridgeDepartment of PhysisCavendish LaboratoryDate: 3 January, 1962To: Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, Mylapore, MadrasDear Professor Ramakrishnan,Unfortunately your letter reahed me only today and seems too lateto send you a able. I would however like to send you the best wishes fromall of us in the Cavendish Laboratory for your new venture.Yours sinerely,N. F. MottCOMMENT: Sir Nevill Franis Mott, F. R. S., won the Nobel Prize for physisin 1977 (along with Philip W. Anderson and J. H. van Vlek) for his work on theeletroni struture of magneti and disordered systems. Mott held a letureshipat the University of Manhester in 1929 but moved to Cambridge in 1930. Hethen was at Bristol where he was Wills Professor of Physis and Diretor of theWills Physial Laboratories before being appointed Cavendish Professor of Physisat Cambridge in 1954. Mott was eleted Fellow of the Royal Soiety in 1936 andserved as President of the Physial Soiety in 1957. Alladi Ramakrishnan met Mottin England while doing his PhD in Manhester during 1949-51.



12NOTE: Instead of a telegram, Professor Dira sent the following letter:Sent from: 7 Cavendish, Cambridge, EnglandDate: 11 January, 1962To: Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, Mylapore, MadrasDear Ramakrishnan,I am very glad to hear that there is to be an Institute of AdvanedMathematis in Madras and that you are to be its Diretor. I send youmy warmest ongratulations.I did not get your letter until January 4-th. I suppose it was delayedby the Christmas rush.Wishing every suess to you and your new Institute.Yours sinerely,P. A. M. DiraCambridge University, England.COMMENT: Professor Dira was one of the greatest physiists of the twen-tieth entury. He reeived the Nobel Prize in Physis in 1933 along with ErwinShroedinger. He is the one who predited the positron. Many things are namedafter him, suh as the Dira delta funtion and the Dira equation. He was Lu-asian Professor at Cambridge University, England. Among his notable studentswere Homi Bhabha who later founded the Tata Institute, and Harish-Chandra ofLie theory fame. Professor Dira was a guest of Alladi Ramakrishnan at EkamraNivas in Deember 1954.Dira was a great inuene on Ramakrishnan for several reasons. After Ra-makrishnan visited the Institute for Advaned Study in Prineton in 1957-58, thefous of his researh shifted to elementary partile physis. One of the problemsthat engaged Ramakrishnan's attention was why Dira used only a set of 4 anti-ommuting matries and disarded the �fth (denoted as 5) in his theory. In un-derstanding this, Ramakrishnan ame up with a new idea, namely that of a �operation, whih explained �rst how the anti-ommuting 4� 4 Dira matries anbe built from the 2 � 2 Pauli matries. Then with the sigma operation he on-struted* an algebra of 2n � 2n matries. In a sequene of papers by himself andwith his students, he studied various rami�ations of this algebra and its onne-tions with Cli�ord algebras. He published a book (L-Matrix theory, or the grammarof Dira matries, Tata MGraw Hill, 1972) whih is a ompilation of his paperson this topi. In 1980 on a visit to Florida State University for a leture in the sta-tistis department, Ramakrishnan alled on Dira (who had moved to the physisdepartment at Florida State University after retirement from Cambridge) and hada disussion with him on the �-operation.*Alladi Ramakrishnan, \The Dira Hamiltonian as a member of a hierarhy ofmatries", J. Math. Analysis and Appl., 20 (1967), 9-16.



13Instead of a telegram, Professor Shwartz sent the following letter:UNIVERSITE DE PARISFACULTE DES SCIENCESDEPARTMENT DE MATHEMATIQUES14 rue Pierre CuriePARIS V5 janvier 1962Mon her Ramakrishnan,J'ai �et�e tr�es heureux de la nouvelle que vous m'annonez, de la re-ation d'un Institu de reherhe �a Madras. C'�etait in�niment souhaitibleet je suis sûr que vous lui assurerez le leilleur su�es. Je pense que elavous donnera un lourd travail, mais dont l'utilite est ertaine.J'aurais aim�e puovoir vous envoyer un âble pour l'inauguration maisje n'ais pas reu votre lettre �a temps.Ave mes meilleurs voeux et mes meilleurs sentiments.Laurent SCHWARTZ37 rue Pierre NiolePARIS VCOMMENTS: Laurent Shwartz, a great Frenh mathematiian, was awardedthe Fields Medal in 1950 for reating the theory of distributions through whih, onegets, for example, a learer understanding of the Dira delta funtion. He was formany years at the Eole Polytehnique in Paris. 1966 Fields Medalist AlexanderGrothendiek was a student of Laurent Shwartz. Alladi Ramakrishnan's interestin stohasti proesses and probability motivated his interest in the fundamentalwork of Shwartz on distributions. Laurent Shwartz visited Alladi Ramakrishnan'sTheoretial Physis Seminar in 1957.



14Instead of a telegram, Professor Yukawa sent the following letter:FROM: Researh Institute for Fundamental PhysisYukawa Hall, Kyoto universityKyoto, JapanJanuary 8, 1962TO: Professor Alladi RamakrishnanDepartment of PhysisUniversity of MadrasMadras, INDIADear Professor Ramakrishnan,Sine I was absent from our Institute during the losing days and newyear days, I had the hane to see your letter only when it was too lateto send a able in time for the inauguration of your institute. But pleaseaept my hearty ongratulations. I am very pleased to know that a newinstitute for advaned researh in mathematis and theoretial physis isestablished in Madras and that you are the �rst diretor. I am sure thatyour institute will ontribute a great deal not only to the advanement ofmathematis and theoretial physis, but also will serve for loser ooper-ation between Indian and Japanese sientists, in partiularm and Asiansientists more generally.Sinerely yours,Hideki Yukawa, DiretorResearh Institute forFundamental PhysisKyoto University, KyotoJapanCOMMENTS: Hideki Yukawa won the 1949 Nobel Prize in physis for pre-diting the existene of the pion whih was disovered in 1947. After briey serv-ing as professor at Columbia University, Yukawa beame the First Diretor of theYukawa Institute of Theoretial Physis (=Yukawa Hall) in Kyoto in 1953. Al-ladi Ramakrishnan visited Yukawa Hall for two weeks during his momentous �rstround-the-world tour of 1956. Meeting Professor Yukawa and the new generationof Japanese physiists in the post World War II era in Japan made a big impressionon Ramakrishnan, and gave him a desire to start reate a similar institute andatmosphere in Madras. Alladi Ramakrishnan has aknowledged the e�et of thethe visit to Yukawa Hall in his speeh \A mirale has happened" that he deliveredat the inauguration of MATSCIENCE.



15Instead of a telegram, Professor Glaser sent the following letter:FROM: Massahusetts Institute of TehnologyCambridge 39, MassahusettsJanuary 9, 1962TO: Professor Alladi RamakrishnanUniversity of Madras27 Luz, MylaporeMadras, INDIADear Professor Ramakrishnan,Congratulations on your suess in onvining the Government ofMadras to sponsor an Institute of Mathematial Sienes there. I wishyou the very best of luk as the �rst diretor of this Institute in pursuingadvaned researh in mathematis and theoretial physis, in whih youand your students have already had onsiderable suess.I am very sorry that, beause of the holidays, I did not have the oppor-tunity to write to you in time for the inauguration eremony on January3, but wish to send you anyway my warmest personal regards and bestwishes for your ontinued suess in reative work.Sinerely yours,Donald A. GlaserVisiting Professor of BiophysisCOMMENTS: Donald Glaser won the Nobel Prize for the disovery of the bub-ble hamber in biophysis. Glaser joined the faulty of the University of Calfornia,Berkeley, in 1959, and reeived the Nobel Prize when he was there. Glaser leturedat Alladi Ramakrishnan's Theoretial Physis Seminar at Ekamra Nivas in August1961 and had long disussions with the students. This letter was sent from MITwhere Glaser was visiting in January 1962.



16Instead of a telegram, Professor Feynman sent the following letter:FROM: California Institute of TehnologyNorman Bridge Labaratory of PhysisPasadena, CaliforniaJanuary 5, 1962TO: Professor Alladi RamakrishnanUniversity of Madras27 Luz, MylaporeMadras, INDIADear Professor Ramakrishnan,I am sorry to say that I was away for the holidays and your letter wasopened only today, too late for me to able you. Rest assured, however,that you have my good wishes, and I hope you have great suess.Sinerely,R. P. FeynmanCOMMENT: Nobel Laureate Rihard Feynman was one of the most eminentphysiists of the twentieth entury. His penetrating insight was admired by all.Alladi Ramakrishnan had the opportunity to meet Feynman in his oÆe Caltehin 1956 and hear from the great man himself about how the eletron travels bakin time. Ramakrishnan was visiting the RAND Corporation in 1956 at the invi-tation of Rihard Bellman, and it was Bellman who arranged this meeting withFeynman. Inspired by this meeting, and guided by his own intuition in probability,Ramakrishnan subsequently obtained a new simple proof of the equivalene of theFeynman and �eld theoreti formalism by splitting the Feynman propagator intoits real and imaginary parts. This paper* appeared in the Journal of MathematialAnalysis and Appliations, of whih Bellman was the Editor-in-Chief.In the Fall of 1962, at the invitation of Murray Gellmann, Ramakrishnan gavea olloquium at Calteh. Feynman attended Ramakrishnan's talk and the party inhonor of Ramakrishnan at Gellmann's home in the hills of Altadena.*Alladi Ramakrishnan, \Some new topologial features of Feynman graphs",J. Math. Analysis and Appl., 17 (1967), 68-71.



17Sent from: 212 Prineton, New JerseyDate: 30 De, 1961To: Dr. Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasOn the oasion of the inauguration of the Institute of MathematialSienes, I am sending you all good wishes for your future work as Dire-tor of a new and highly important enter of sienti� researh | BengtStromgrenBENGT STROMGRENInstitute for Advaned Study, PrinetonCOMMENTS: Bengt Stromgren, a noted Danish astronomer and astrophysi-ist, was appointed as the �rst Professor of Astrophysis at the Institute for Ad-vaned Study in Prineton in 1957. There he oupied the oÆe of Albert Ein-stein who had died a little earlier. When Ramakrishnan visited the Institute forAdvaned Study in Prineton in 1957-58, he heard over one hundred seminars, in-luding those of Stromgren on astrophysis. Stromgren's letures were of partiularinterest to Ramakrishnan who a few years earlier had started publishing papers inthe Astrophysial Journal, all of whih were ommuniated by the great Indianastrophysiist Subrahmanyam Chandrasekhar.



18Sent from: 268 Rohester, New YorkDate: 3 Jan, 1962To: Prof. Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasOn behalf of University of Rohester Dept of Physis and Astron-omy extend to you personally and olleagues in new institute very bestwishes for distinguished ontributions to siene and human welfare |Prof. MarshakROBERT MARSHAKProfessor of PhysisUniversity of RohesterCOMMENTS: Alladi Ramakrishnan's �rst ontat with ProfessorMarshak wasthrough the High Energy Physis Conferene at Rohester that Marshak organizedin 1956. Marshak invited Ramakrishnan to this onferene during Ramakrishnan's�rst world tour of 1956. Marshak, a very eminent physiist, was also a greatstatemesman for the disipline. He launhed this suessful series of onferenesin high energy physis, and these were alled the Rohester Conferenes beausethere were initially held at the University of Rohester. Subsequently, these highenergy physis onferenes were held in di�erent parts of the globe, and Marshakontinued to be a key omponent in the onferenes.The 1956 Rohester onferene had an enormous impat on Ramakrishnan.It exposed him to the latest advanes in partile physis, and the signi�ant re-searh done in the United States. It was at this onferene that Ramakrishnanmet Robert Oppenheimer, Diretor of the Institute for Advaned Study, Prine-ton, and as a onsequene of this meeting, Ramakrishnan reeived an invitationfrom Oppenheimer to visit the Institute for Advaned Study in 1957-58. Finally,through this �rst meeting at the Rohester Conferene, Ramakrishnan got to knowMarshak quite well and their friendship and mutual admiration grew over theyears. Marshak who was not only an eminent sientist, but also someone whoontributed to the profession with his administrative, organizational, and leader-ship skills, very muh admired and appreiated Ramakrishnan's e�orts in reatingand leading MATSCIENCE. Marshak visited MATSCIENCE in January 1963 asthe First Niels Bohr Visiting Professor and attended the First Anniversary Sympo-sium of MATSCIENCE whih was in his honor. He was very muh impressed withthe atmosphere of the new institute, vibrant with several eminent visiting sientistsfrom abroad, and an enthusiasti group of faulty and students. In return, Marshakinvited Ramakrishnan to the University of Rohester several times in the sixties.



19Sent from: 171 Rohester, New YorkDate: 3 Jan, 1962To: Prof. Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasDelighted to hear of reation of institute for mathematial sieneswhih will be important step in further development of Indian siene.Your appointment as Diretor promises well for suess of Institute. Beassured of my best wishes and willingness to help where possible | MCreaHazlettMCREA HAZLETTUniversity of RohesterCOMMENTS: MCrea Hazlett was Provost at the University of Rohesterfrom 1961 to 1968. He was one of the last visitors to Alladi Ramakrishnan's The-oretial Physis Seminar in Madras in November 1961 just before the reation ofMATSCIENCE. When Ramakrishnan visited the University of Rohester at theinvitation of Professor Marshak in 1963, 1966, and 1967, Hazlett graiously hostedRamakrishnan and his family. Hazlett visited Madras again in January 1964 withhis family after MATSCIENCE was reated and delivered the Seond AnniversaryAddress of the Institute.



20Sent from: 172 Santa Monia, CaliforniaDate: 3 Jan, 1962To: Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore,Warmest ongratulations on the founding of the Institute of Mathe-matial Sienes and on your appointment as Diretor. I am sure thatmuh fruitful and reative work will emerge and that it will ontribute tothe ultural glory of the new and dynami India | BellmanRICHARD BELLMANRand Corporation, Santa Monia, CaliforniaCOMMENTS: Rihard Bellmann, one of most well known applied mathemati-ians, was a senior sientist at the famous RAND (aronym for Researh and De-velopment) Corporation, loated in Santa Monia, a lovely suburb of Los Angeles.In 1949, when Alladi Ramakrishnan was doing his PhD at the University of Manh-ester, he beame aware of the fundamental work of Rihard Bellman and Ted Harris.Subsequently, Bellman got interested in Ramakrishnan's work on produt densitiesand invited Ramakrishnan to the RAND Corporaton during Ramakrishnan's �rstround-the-world tour of 1956, Bellman was muh impressed with Ramakrishnan'swork on probabilty, and suggested that Ramakrishnan ontat the brilliant appliedmathematiian Peter Lax at the Courant Institute. Indeed, Lax invited Ramakr-ishnan for a olloquium at Courant that year. Bellman also arranged a meeting forRamkrishnan with Rihard Feynman at Calteh that year. Bellman and Ramakr-ishnan were very lose. Bellman invited Ramakrishnan several times to California -on a major assigment to Rand in 1962, and subsequently to the University of South-ern California in the 1970s after he (Bellman) moved there. Bellman founded theJournal of Mathematial Analysis and Appliations, and Ramakrishnan ontributedseveral fundamental papers to the journal from the 1950s to 2000 (the MillenniumBellman Memorial issue). Bellman had Ramakrishnan appointed as one of the Ed-itors of the Journal of Mathematial Analysis and Appliations. Ramakrishnan'sonly regret was that Bellman never visited Madras and he (Ramakrishnan) did nothave an opportunity to host Bellman at MATSCIENCE and Ekamra Nivas.



21Sent from: 96 Stanford, CaliforniaDate: 2 Jan, 1962To: Prof. Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore,The Stanford University Department of Physis sends greetings andgood wishes on the oasion of the Institute of Mathematial Sienes andhopes for a great future of sienti� work | L. I. Shi�L. I. SCHIFFDepartment of PhysisStanford UniversityCOMMENTS: Leonard Shi� was one of the very few physiists who madenotable ontributions to almost every branh of physis. His book on QuantumMehanis beame the Bible in the �eld and was used by professors the world overto train their students. Indeed, Ramakrishnan letured out of Shi�'s QuantumMehanis in Madras to his students. Shi� was Chairman of the Physis Depart-ment at Stanford University from 1948 to 1966, and so this telegram he sent wason behalf of the whole physis department. Shi� invited Ramakrishnan to visitStanford for two weeks in 1962. Shi� ame to MATSCIENCE in February 1963and gave a series of letures on gravitation. Ramakrishnan visited Stanford at theinvitation of Shi� later in the sixties on his annual sienti� round-the-world trips.



22Sent from: 17 Canberra, AustraliaDate: 3 Jan, 1962To: Prof. Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore,Heartiest ongratulations upon the reation of your new institute STOP The vi-sion of the Government of Madras and your appointment as Diretor will stimulatethose branhes of mathematis and theoretial physis to whih India has alreadyontributed so muh STOP I send greetings and warmest good wishes for the suessof your great venture from my olleagues and myself | Mark OliphantMARK OLIPHANTAustralian National UniversityCanberraCOMMENTS: During his visit to Australia in 1954, Alladi Ramakrishnanmet the eminent physiist Sir. Mark Oliphant, a former assoiate of Lord ErnestRutherford. Professor Oliphant was soon going to be visiting India under theauspies of The Royal Soiety, and so Alladi Ramakrishnan invited Oliphant toMadras to deliver the Rutherford Memorial Leture. Oliphant ame to Madras inJanuary 1955 and stayed in Ekamra Nivas.Some years later, Oliphant was appointed Governor of South Australia. In1973, when Alladi Ramakrishnan was visiting di�erent universities in Australia,he made a trip to Adelaide where he was the guest of Oliphant in the Governor'sMansion!



23Sent from: 111 Budapest, HungaryDate: 12 Jan, 1962To: Prof. Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasI am very glad that India Government has established in Madras an institutein mathematis and physial sienes in whih I am sure important results will beobtained STOP May I wish you and your olleagues great suess and in partiularmay I ongratulate you on your appointment as First Diretor STOP sinerely yoursLajos JanossyLAJOS JANOSSYEotvos Institute, BudapestCOMMENTS: Alladi Ramakrishnan �rst met Professor Janossy in the Winterif 1949 in Edinbugh, Sotland, at a onferene on modern physis. Ramakrishnanwas doing his PhD at the University of Manhester under Professor Bartlett at thattime. In Edinburgh, Ramakrishnan heard the leture of Janossy and notied strongonnetions between his own work on produt densities and that of Janossy*. Ra-makrishnan was invited to talks at Dublin where Janossy was at that time. Janossylater returned to Hungary and beame the Diretor of the Eotvos Institute in Bu-dapest. After Ramakrishnan began the Theoretial Physis Seminar in Madras, heinvited Professor Janossy to address the seminar and meet his students.*Alladi Ramakrishnan, \A note on Janossy's model of a nuleon asade", TheProeedings of the Cambridge Philosophial Soiety, 48 (1952), 451-456.



24Sent from: 186 Cleveland, OhioDate: 4 Jan, 1962To: Prof. Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore,I look forward with great interest to the new and reative ideas thatwill be disivered by your ountrymen at the new Institute of MathematialSienes. My ongratulations to you Alladi and to those of your govern-ment who have made the institute possible | Bayard RankinBAYARD RANKINCase Western University, Cleveland, OhioSent from: 13 Cambridge, MassahusettsDate: 30 De, 1961To: Prof. Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore,My warmest ongratulations on your appointment as Diretor of theInstitute of Mathematial sienes and my best wishes for the suess ofthe Institute whih I am sure will play a most important role in the devel-opment of sienti� researh in India, Sinerely B. B. RossiBRUNO ROSSIDepartment of Physis, MITCOMMENT: Alladi Ramakrishnan met Professors Rankin and Rossi at theMassahusetts Institute of Tehnology in 1956 where he gave talks in the NorbertWeiner Seminar. Rankin had reeived his PhD in 1955 from Berkeley and histhesis was on stohasti proesses and its uses in asade theory whih was anarea in whih Ramakrishnan had done onsiderable work. Thus it was natural forRankin to be muh interested in Ramakrishnan's work and invite him to a seminarat MIT. Rankin subsequently moved to Case Western University whih is wherehe was when he sent the telegram. Rankin is known for the book \Di�erentialspae, quantum systems and predition" that he edited with Norbert Weiner andpublished by the MIT Press in 1966.Bruno Rossi was a famous experimental physiist who made notable ontri-butions to osmi rays and partile physis. He was interested in Ramakrishnan'swork on osmi rays. Rossi made his �rst major disoveries on osmi rays inFlorene, Italy in 1928. He moved to the United States in 1939 to esape the per-seution of the fasist regime. He was �rst at the University of Chiago but thenwas appointed at MIT in 1946 as Professor of Physis. He was subsequently madeInstitute Professor at MIT in 1965. He was a Member of the National Aademy ofSienes and won the Wolf Prize in Physis in 1987.



25Sent from: 190 Pasadena, CaliforniaDate: 30 De, 1961To: Prof. Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore,Please aept my ongratulations on oasion of the founding of In-stitute of Mathematial Sienes of the University of Madras and on yourappointment as its Diretor. My olleagues at the Mt. Wilson and Palo-mar observatories and the California Institute of Tehnology join me inwishing you the best of suess | Guido MunhGUIDO MUNCHCALTECH, Pasadena, CaliforniaCOMMENT: Guido Munh was an astrophysiist who worked with the greatSubrahmanyam Chandrasekhar at the famous Yerkes Observatory outside Chiagoin the 1940s. Munh hailed from Mexio. He reeived his PhD from Chiago in1946. Munh was on the faulty of the California Institute of Tehnology (Calteh)in Pasadena from 1953 onwards and was assoiated with both the Mt. Wilson andPalomar observatories outside Los Angeles. Munh was eleted to the AmerianAademy of Arts and Sienes in 1962.Alladi Ramakrishnan beame interested in appliations of stohasti proessesto astrophysis and therefore orresponded with Chandrasekhar in the early �fties.During his �rst aademi world tour of 1956, Ramakrishnan was travelling eastbound, and therefore he met Guido Munh �rst in California and later Chan-drasekhar in Chiago. Ramakrishnan published a series of papers in the Astrophys-ial Journal all ommuniated by Chandrasekhar who was the Managing Editor ofthat journal. Two of the papers* were on an integral equation of Chandrasekharand Munh. In his seond aademi round-the-world tour of 1962, when Ramakr-ishnan had an extended stay at the RAND Corporation in Santa Monia, he visitedMt. Wilson again at the invitation of Guido Munh.In his telegram, Munh refers to the Institute of Mathematial Sienes asbeing part of the University of Madras. This is inorret. MATSCIENCE was aseparate institute, and still is, funded by the Department of Atomi Energy andthe Government of Madras. Alladi Ramakrishnan was Professor of Physis at theUniversity of Madras prior to being appointed Diretor of MATSCIENCE, andMunh must have been misled by that onnetion.*1) A. Ramakrishnan and P. M. Mathews, \On an integral equation of Chan-drasekhar and Munh", Astrophysial J. 115 (1952), 141-144.2) A. Ramakrishnan and P. M. Mathews, \On the solution of an integralequation of Chandrasekhar and Munh", Astrophysial J. 119 (1954), 81-90.



26Sent from: 199 Boulder, ColoradoDate: 31 De, 1961To: Prof. Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore,Best wishes to Madras Institute of Mathematial Sienes and its FirstDiretor | from George Gamow and all phyisists of the University ofColoradoGEORGE GAMOWDepartment of PhysisUniversity of Colorado at BoulderCOMMENT: Professor George Gamow letured in Alladi Ramakrishnan's The-oretial Physis Seminar in Deember 1959. Gamow was not only an eminent re-searher in physis, but a great expositor, who by his books reahed out to studentsof all ages.Ramakrishnan visited the University of Colorado several times in the sixtiesto partiipate in physis onferenes and also to deliver olloquia in the physisdepartment there. Thus he had several ontats in the physis department atBoulder.



27Sent from: 347 Washington DCDate: 28 Deember, 1961To: Professor Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasHeartiest ongratulations on the inauguration of The Institute of Math-ematial Sienes in Madras PERIOD I am on�dent that it will shinelike a beaon illuminating the progress of physis in India PERIOD Theprovine and the University are to be ongratulated on persuading so ablea sientist to serve as Diretor PERIOD | Dr. Maurie M. ShapiroMAURICE M. SHAPIROSuperintent - Nuleonis DivisionNaval Researh LaboratoryCOMMENTS: Maurie Shapiro was a veteran of the famous Manhattan Projetdireted by Robert Oppenheimer at Los Alamos. He had a long and distinguishedareer in the �eld of osmi rays and nuetrino astrophysis. He founded the CosmiRay Lab0ratory at the Naval Researh Laboratories in Washington D.C. and wasthere for the remainder of his life. Shapiro was very muh interested in Alladi Ra-makrishnan's work on osmi rays. When Ramakrishnan was on a round-the-worldsienti� trip in 1956, Shapiro invited him to leture at the Naval Researh Labs.Thus began the fruitful ontat with Shapiro. In 1957-58, when Ramakrishnanwas visiting the Institute for Advaned Study in Prineton, Shapiro invited him toleture in Washington D.C.Shapiro visited India in 1961 and letured at the Theoretial Physis Seminar.When Alladi Ramakrishnan introdued Shapiro to the Minister for Eduation Mr.C. Subramaniam, Shapiro told the Minister how impressed he was with the theoret-ial physis seminar, and that it would be in the best interests of Indian siene tostart a new institute as envisioned by Ramakrishnan. Shapiro told Subramaniamthat wathing the students at work in Ekamra Nivas reminded him of the mannerin whih sientists gathered round Oppenheimer at Los Alamos! That was a highand generous tribute whih made a great impression on Subramaniam. Shapirowent on to suggest that the students should meet the Prime Minister of India.Thus Shapiro's input was ruial in the launhing of MATSCIENCE. Shapiro vis-ited MATSCIENCE in Deember 1963, and also in the seventies. After the reationof MATSCIENCE, Alladi Ramakrishnan visited the United States annually, andShapiro regularly invited him to leture at the Naval Researh Labs.



28Sent from: 130 SydneyDate: 28 Deember, 1961To: Alladi Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, Madras, IndiaSinerest best wishes from the shool of physis University of Syd-ney, Australia to the new Institute of Mathematial Sienes in MadrasSTOP We look forward to many signi�ant ontributions oming from it| Professor MesselHARRY MESSELUniversity of SydneyCOMMENTS: Alladi Ramakrishnan �rst met Harry Messel in Dublin in thewinter of 1949 when he went there at the invitation of Professor Janossy to delivera leture on stohasti proesses. Ramakrishnan was, at that time, a PhD studentat the University of Manhester working under Professor M. S. Bartlett. Messelwas working under Janossy. Ramakrishnan and Messel beame very good friendsand had ommon researh interests on osmi rays. Messel then went to Australiawhere he took a permanent position in Sydney. After Ramakrishnan returned toIndia from England and was at the University of Madras, Messel invited him toSydney in 1954. In return, Ramakrishnan invited Messel to Madras and to theTheoretial Physis Seminar in 1957.It was the notes for the letures that Alladi Ramakrishnan gave at Sydney thatbeame the basis of his Handbuh der Physik artile of 1959. Also, the leturesin Sydney led Alladi Ramakrishnan to novel interpretations of integrals of randomfuntions.**Alladi Ramakrishnan, \Phenomenologial interpretation of the integrals of alass of random funtions", Pro. Koninkl. Netherlands Akad. 58 (=Indag. Math.,17) (1955), 470-482.Alladi Ramakrishnan, \Phenomenologial interpretation of the integrals of alass of random funtions - II", Pro. Koninkl. Netherlands Akad. 58 (=Indag.Math., 17) (1955), 634-645.Alladi Ramakrishnan, \Proesses represented as integrals of a lass of randomfuntions", Pro. Koninkl. Netherlands Akad. 59 (=Indag. Math., 18) (1956),121-127.



29Sent from: 367 Geneve RSQDate: 28 Deember, 1961To: Alladi Ramakrishnan, 27 Luz, Mylapore, Madras, IndiaDelighted to hear reation Institute of Mathematial Sienes and yourappointment STOP This is good news for the future of siene in IndiaSTOP Congratulations and best wishes for future from all at CERN |WeisskopfVICTOR WEISSKOPFCERNLABCOMMENTS: Vitor Weisskopf, a world renowmed physiist, did his PhD in1931 under the guidane of Nobel laureates Max Born and Eugene Wigner. He thenproeeded to do his post-dotoral work with Nobel laureates Werner Heisenberg,Erwin Shrodinger, Wolfgang Pauli and Niels Bohr. He worked on the Manhattanprojet that produed the atom bomb. After World War II, he was Professor atMIT. Among his students there was Murray Gell Mann who later won the NobelPrize. During 1961-66, Weisskopf was Diretor-General of CERN outside Genevain Switzerland where one of the famous aelerators is loated. Weisskopf wasawarded the National Medal of Siene in 1972 and the Wolf Prize in 1981.Alladi Ramakrishnan interated with Weisskopf when he attended interna-tional high energy physis onferenes in Rohester in 1956 and elsewhere. Thistelegram was sent by Weisskopf when he was Diretor-General in CERN. AlladiRamakrishnan visited CERN several times in the sixties, �rst in 1960, and later in1965 whenWeisskopf was Diretor-General there. Weisskopf visited MATSCIENCEin January 1964 and inaugurated its Seond Anniversary Symposium.



30NOTE: Instead of a telegram, Professor Pais sent a latter:From: The Institute for Advaned StudyPrineton, New JerseyShool of MathematisDate: January 9, 1962To: Professor Alladi RamakrishnanEkamra Nivas27, Luz, MulaporeMadras, IndiaDear Professor Ramakrishnan,As I have been away on vaation for a few weeks, it is only now thatI �nd your kind letter of Deember 23, and I profoundly regret not to havebeen able to answer you earlier.I would like to send you all my good wishes for the new Institute ofMathematial sienes of whih you are to be the �rst Diretor. I haveevery hope and expetation that this Institute may further inrease theimportant role whih mathematiians and mathematial physiists of yourountry have played and are playing in siene. I would expet that thereare vast and untapped soures of spiritual energy in your ountry whihan be made to ourish by Institutes of the kind whih the Government ofMadras has now deided to sponsor.I shall be glad to be of help in any way to your Institute. With kindestregards,Yours sinerely,Abraham PaisPS: Would you kindly inform me of the preise address of the Instituteso that sienti� material from our Institute an be sent there?COMMENT: Abraham Pais, a very eminent physiist, was also a siene histo-rian. Born in the Netherlands, Pais did his dotoral work under the world renownedL. Rosenfeld at Utreht. His PhD work attrated the attention of Niels Bohr andPais served as Bohr's assistant for a few years. In 1947, Pais moved to the Insti-tute for Advaned Study in Prineton where he beame Albert Einstein's olleague.Among his major ontributions to physis was his explanation of ertain puzzlingproperties of strange partiles, whih together with the ideas of Murray Gell Mannled to formulation of the quantum number alled strangeness.Alladi Ramakrishnan visited the Institute for Advaned Study in 1957-58 andgot to know Abraham Pais quite well. Ramakrishnan attended over one hundredseminars at the Institute inluding those of Pais and Sam Treiman on weak inter-ations.



31Sent from: 168 KobenhavnDate: 29 Deember, 1961To: Professor Alladi Ramakrishnan, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasHeartiest ongratulations and very best wishes of long fruitful ativityto new institute and its diretor. | RosenfeldL. ROSENFELDCOMMENT: Leon Rosenfeld, a Belgian physiist from Liege, was a ollabo-rator of Niels Bohr. He did very fundamental work in quantum eletrodynamispredating Dira. Rosenfeld sueded George Uhlenbek as professor of theoretialphysis at the University of Utreht in Holland in 1940. Among his notable studentsat Utreht was physiist Abraham Pais. In 1947 he was appointed as Professor ofTheoretial Physis at the University of Manhester. After serving in Manhester,he moved to Copenhagen.As a PhD student at the University of Manhester during 1949-51, Alladi Ra-makrishnan heard a ourse of letures by Professor Rosenfeld on nulear physis.Later Ramakrishnan met Rosenfeld in Copenhagen during a visit to the Copen-hagen Institute in 1960 at the invitation of its Diretor Niels Bohr. Rosenfeldvisited MATSCIENCE as the First Niels Bohr Visiting Professor in 1963-64. Uponarrival in Madras, Rosenfeld said that he had not attended a single onferene inEurope in the last year without meeting someone or the other who had not visited,or was planning to visit, MATSCIENCE. Suh was the ow of visiting sientistseven in the very �rst years of the Institute. Professor Rosenfeld expressed sur-prise at the very small and humble aommodations of the Institute whih hadsuh an outstanding program of visitors. Rosenfeld delivered the opening letureof the Seond Anniversary Symposium of MATSCIENCE and spoke about Bohr'sontribution to twentieth entury physis.



32Sent from: 397 LondonDate: 29 Deember, 1961To: Ramakrishnan, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasFrom Lighthill RAE All good wishes on the auspiious foundationof the Institute of Mathematial Sienes under your able diretion |AVMINM. J. LIGHTHILLRoyal Airraft EstablishmentFarnborough, EnglandCOMMENT: Sir James Lighthill (FRS) was one of the most eminent andprodutive applied mathematiians in England. He held the Beyer Chair at theUniversity of Manhester during 1946-49. As a PhD student in 1949-51 at Manh-ester, Alladi Ramakrishnan heard over one hundred letures of Lighthill on meth-ods of mathematial physis. In return, Lighthill appreiated Ramakrishnan's newmethod of produt densities in the theory of probabality. Thus began a long friend-ship between Ramakrishnan and Lighthill and the two had a mutual admirationfor their researh and professional ontributions.Lighthill was one of the last visitors to the Theoretial Physis Seminar in No-vember 1961, and endorsed the reation of MATSCIENCE when he met EduationMinister C. Subramaniam at Ekamra Nivas. He was at that time Diretor of theRoyal Airraft Establishment in Farnborough from where this telegram was sent.AVMIN in the telegram probably refers to Aviation Ministry.Lighthill was an aknowledged world authority on aeroaoustis and uid me-hanis. His reognitions inlude the Royal Medal (1964) and the Copley Medal(1998). In 1964 he was appointed the Royal Soiety Resident Professor at ImperialCollege, London. At his invitation, Alladi Ramakrishnan visited Imperial Collegein 1965. Lighthill later served as Luasian Professor of Mathematis at TrinityCollege, Cambridge. Ramakrishnan visited Lighthill in Cambridge in 1975 andhe (Lighthill) arranged a meeting for Ramakrishnan with Professor Alan Baker atCambridge; Ramakrishnan wanted to meet Baker to get his advie for Krishna whoin 1975 was going to UCLA for his PhD. When Lighthill retired from the LuasianProfessorship in 1979, that Chair was �lled by Stephen Hawking. Lighthill thenbeame Provost of the University College, London.Lighthill founded the Institute of Mathematis and its Appliations (IMA) in1964, a professional body for mathematiians and a learned soiety in England.



33Sent from: 88 OxfordDate: 2 January, 1962To: Professor Alladi Ramakrishnan, Diretor, The Institute of Mathematial si-enes, Ekamra Nivas, 27 Luz, Mylapore, MadrasOn behalf of the press and our many distinguished international edi-torial boards, I send you our ongratulations and best wishes for the futureon the oasion of the inauguration of your new and important InstituteSTOP The establishment of this Institute shows great vision and bodeswell for the new sienti� generation of India STOP I am ertain thatthe reative work that will be done at your institute will not only bene�tIndia but the world STOP Kindest regards and best wishes | Maxwell,Publisher at Pergamon Press.CAPTAIN MAXWELLPergamon PressOxford, EnglandCOMMENT: With so muh work done by Alladi Ramakrishnan and his stu-dents on the method of produt densities and its appliations, as well as on thetheory of elementary partiles and osmi rays starting from 1950, it was only nat-ural for Ramakrishnan to onsider writing a book. The �rst was a omprehensive1959 survey by Ramakrishnan in the Handbuh der Physik (Springer) on proba-bilsti methods stemming from produt densities. This was followed by the book\Elementary partiles and osmi rays" published by the Pergamon Press, Oxford,in late 1962. During his 1960 trip to Europe, Alladi Ramakrishnan visited OxfordUniversity at the invitation of Professor D. G. Kendall, and during this visit hemet Captain Maxwell, Publisher of the Pergamon Press at Oxford. Maxwell thenextended a book ontrat to Ramakrishnan. The book ame to print in late 1962after the birth of MATSCIENCE.


